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ABSTRACT 
We present an algorithm for automatic integration over an N-dimensional sphere. The quadrature 
formula is obtained by using a trapezoidal rule after a non-linear transformation,  and allows to 
deal with integrand singularities on the surface or in the centre of  the sphere. 
At the basis of  the theoretical development lie the construction and the selection of  suitable 
transformations• 
The algorithm is cast into an automatic integration program coded as a Standard Fortran sub- 
routine. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of Sag & Szekeres [6] for integration of 
a function F over the unit sphere 
B n = (~ = (x I ,x 2 ..... XN)l 0 ~ p2 = Zx 2 = II ~ II 2 ~ 1 ) 
requires the transformation (1.1) 
p=~(r)=tanh( cr )1 
1-r2 [ To :BN-, 
-- (Yl, Y2 ..... YN), (1.2) 
ei-- i--1,2 ..... N-lJ 
where the ~i and 0 i represent the Euler angles of the 
spherical coordinate systems, r and p are the respective 
radial coordinates, and c is a constam. 
The Jacobian of T 0, 
= a(-~)= [~(r)]N-1 @, (r), (1.3) 
J(T0) a(7) 
and all its derivatives vanish at the surface of B~. We 
can thus consider the integral * over B N as an integral 
over an N-cube which contains BN, and where the 
• . . * • 
mtegrand isput to zero outside B N. In view of the 
form of the well-known Euler-Maclaurin expansion, 
cfr. Baker & Hodgson [1 ], the properties of the trans- 
formed integral suggest the use of the product rape- 
zoidal rule for its approximation. 
Note that the Jacobian o f t  0 depends only on r, so 
that it must be computed only once for all the points 
occurring at the same distance r of the origin. 
Basically To involves a one-dimensional transforma- 
tion in the radial spherical coordinate. The compara- 
tive study of Takahasi & Mori [7 ], where "double 
exponential" transformations are introduced, leads 
us to the derivation of more efficient sphere trans- 
formations than T O for the construction of an auto- 
matic quadrature scheme for B N. 
Using this we define the sphere transformations T 1 
and T 2. Difficulties involving limited machine preci- 
sion, occurring with very strongly singular integrand 
behaviour towards the surface, impose an adaptation 
of the technique for these cases; this is built into T 3 
and T 4. Furthermore we define T 5 and T 6 which are 
designed for dealing with integrand singularities in the 
centre of the sphere. The construction of the integra- 
tion rules, based on T 1 - T6, is outlined in section 2. 
Section 3 is devoted to the algorithm description, sec- 
tion 4 to the use and the performance of the integrator 
The appendix contains the Fortran code, which is 
restricted to N < 4 at present (but can be adapted to 
treat also higher dimensions). Although the integrator 
works for a sphere with an arbitrary (finite) radius, 
our description will throughout be related to the 
standard region B N. 
2. INTEGRATION RULES 
2.1. One-dimensional analysis 
Given a one-dimensional integral, 
I [ -1 ,1] f= f i  f(x) dx (2.1) 
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and a transformation x = ~ (y) which maps (-1,1) on 
to (- oo ,  oo  7, we have 
I[-1, 1] f= f~ g(y)dy,  (2.2) 
where 
g(y) = f [~b (y)] ~" (y). (2.3) 
By applying the trapezoidal rule with mesh size h over 
(- = ,  oo ) we obtain the approximation 
oo  
I h= h X g(qh). (2.4) 
q~_.  -oo  
In practice we truncate this series, giving a result Iht 
with quadrature rror 
A Iht = I - Iht. (2.5) 
This error consists of  the "proper" error (of the 
quadrature formula), 
A I h = I - Ih, (2.6) 
and the "truncation" error, 
A I t = I h - Iht. (2.7) 
Obviously, in order to keep AI t small whereas till 
requiring an efficient rule (with respect o the number 
of function evaluations needed to obtain a specific 
accuracy), the transformation x = ~ (y) should be such 
that the transformed integrand ecays very rapidly as 
[y [ ~ oo .  The extreme procedure in this direction is 
to map(-1,1) onto a finite interval (cfr. the "IMT" 
transformation, of Iri, Moriguti & Takasawa [2]). 
Takahasi & Mori [7] succeed to keep a trade-offbe- 
tween AI h and AI t by using (2.4) after a transforma- 
tion such that g(y) behaves asymptotically as 
"- 1T exp (- -~- exply l) ("double exponential") for 
I y I -~ oo .  They obtain this with the map 
rt sinh y). (y) = tanh (-T- (2.8) 
2.2. Application to quadrature over a sphere 
Let us define the sphere transformations 
p=#(r)=tanh(2sin h cr ), 
1-r 2 
c constant 
~g --~ --+ 
T I :BN~B N : x~ y 
= (Yl' Y2 ..... YN)' 
Oi= @i, i=1,2 ..... N -1  (2.9) 
and 
p= ~(r)= tanh(~ sinh r) 
T 2 : B N ~ IR N. (2.10) 
0 i=f  i, i=1,2 .. . . .  N-1 
A quadrature rule is obtained by scanning a subsphere 
with radius r u of the image sphere :
h N Z G[~(q)], (2.11) Iht = 
II~'(q)ll ,: r u 
where the ~(q) belong to a grid with mesh size h, and 
where G(y-~ represents he transformed integrand, i.e. 
a(y-3 
Correspondingly, 
AIt = Iht - I h = h N 
(2.12) 
G[~(q)]. (2.13) 
II~(q)[[ > r u 
Note that 
r u < rmax, (2.14) 
where rma x stands for the maximum radius for which 
the calculation of the Jacobian does not underflow, 
and which is here also restricted by the condition that 
the corresponding radius in the original sphere must satisfy 
Pmax = T-1 (rmax) < 1 -ml ,  (2.15) 
where m I denotes the relative machine accuracy and T 
is the transformation used. 
When compared to T 0, the map T 1 has the property 
that its Jacobian tends faster to 0 as r --~ 1; thus a 
smaller subsphere may be scanned (r u smaller) for the 
same AI t. 
Extensive numerical experimentation for comparison 
ofT0,  T 1 and T 2 leads to the observation that T2, 
which maps the original sphere onto IR N, gives the 
best results when the mesh size h becomes mall. 
Otherwise T 1 is the most efficient. Apart from well- 
behaved integrands, ingular functions of the type 
(1 -Zx2)  -/a, e.g. for/a = 0.3, 0.5, were included in 
the tests. 
Fig. 2.16a~I gives, for F(~) = 2 -N and F(~)= (1-~x2) -1/2, 
N = 2, 4, -log ]relative error ]as a function of the num- 
ber of integrand values required with T O and T1, 
c = 1.5 and 5, and with T 2. 
Fig. 2.17a, b gives similar results for F(~)= (1-]gx2) -/a, 
/a = 0.3, 0.5, N = 2, 4, obtained with T O and T 1 
(c = 5) and with T 2. 
The larger the constant c in (1.2) and (2.9) the faster 
the Jacobians of T O and T 1 will decrease. In general, 
however, the larger c the poorer also the correspond- 
ing integral approximations obtained with large mesh 
sizes h. This is due to the fact that the weight assigned 
to the origin is then relatively too large. For N = 2, 3, 
the choice c = 5 was found to give good results in most 
cases. For higher dimensions we take c = 1, because 
the growth of  the number of function evaluations 
imposes a restriction on the ref'ming of the mesh. 
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2.3. Severe singularities on the surface 
Our wish to handle integrands with strong singularities 
on the surface ofB N may lead, in practice, to prob- 
lems involving the relative precision of our machine. 
Let Pu be the radius of the subsphere of the original 
sphere, which corresponds to the sphere of radius r u 
in the image. When F increases very rapidly towards 
the surface of B N it eventuates that, in spite of the 
decay rate of the Jacobian in (2.12), the required r u 
corresponds to a Pu in the original sphere which dif- 
fers from 1 within machine precision. This difference 
can then not be distinguished by the machine and the 
corresponding function values cannot be obtained 
since F is indeterminate on the surface. 
To handle this difficulty we can make use of the fact 
; J ~rx  CMU=e,3~ 
24*" , / T¢ (,u=e. 51 
/. ~ ~ ~ T : Z  ~MU:a. 3) 
NUh~gg OF F-I£URL 
I I I ' t 
' i l l  I ligil~l 2iIOlDB 3 i lO l lg  'l, II II I~ll 58BIli0 
F ig ,  2 .17b  f (x)  = (I - ZX i) ; N = 4 
that floating point arithmetic allows to approximate 
the number 0 much closer than 1 or than any other 
number (on IBM 3033, in double precision arithmetic, 
1 can be approximated to within m 1 ~ 0.3 × 10 -15 
= the "relative machine precision", whereas 0 to with- 
in m 0 ~ 10 -77 = "the smallest positive magnitude"). 
Therefore we define the transformations T3 and T 4 
as follows : 
exp( - ;s inh cr  ) 
1 -r 2 p=¢Cr)=l 
cosh(;  sinh c_~__r .) • 
1-r 2 T3 : BN " BN' 
Oi= @i' i=1 ,2 , . , . ,N -1  (2.18) 
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exp(- 2 sinh r) 
p=~)(r)=l 
cosh(2 sinh r) 
T 4 : B N ~ IR N. 
0i = ~i' i = 1,2 ..... N-1 (2.19) 
We let 
x = 1 - p; (2 .20)  
so that X -> 0 when p -* 1. If it is possible to define F 
as a function of  X (instead of p) and of  0i, 
i = 1,2,.. .  ,N - l ,  this will allow to get sufficiently 
close to the surface of  the sphere. In this case, the 
value of  rma x corresponds indeed to the minimum 
value of  X, i.e. (2.15) is replaced by 
Xmi n > m O. (2.21) 
Consequently, for T 3 and T4, rma x is (in practice) 
only determined by the value of  the radius where the 
computation of the Jacobian causes underflow. 
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Fig. 2.22 shows that for FC~) = (1 -~x i )  , 
p = 0.5, N = 2, a relative accuracy of  10 -8 cannot 
be reached with use o fT  1 or T 2. With T 3 and T 4, 
however, much higher accuracies can be achieved. 
Moreover, the results o fT  3 and T 4 are not affected 
by much when the strength of the singularity is varied, 
whereas with T 1 and T 2 the relative accuracy is re- 
stricted to ~10 -5 for/~ = 0.7 and to ~-10 -2 for/a= 0.9. 
Fig. 2.23 gives results for T3, T 4,/a = 0.7, 0.9, N = 2. 
A similar situation exists for N > 2. 
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2.4. Singularities in the centre 
In order to obtain a quadrature formula which can 
deal with integrand singularities in the centre as well 
as on the surface of the sphere, we wish to construct a
transformation setting p = ~(r) such that #(0) = 0 and 
~(1) = 1 or ~b(oo) = 1, and such that the Jacobian 
vanishes together with all its derivatives, at r = 0 and 
r = 1 or r = oo. Let us introduce 
. C r -a  ] ex - -  smh 1 V[2  (1-r)r l 
p = ¢(r)  =~ cosht ~- sinh ~ l  | ] • 
2 (1-r)r | T5 :B  N~B N, 
0i= ~i, i=1 ,2  ..... N -1  J 
(2:24) 
where c and a are constants (0 < a < 1), 
and 
exp[~ sinh c / r -a ) / r  + 1)1 
1 r 
p = ¢(r) =-~ c°sh[2 sinh c(r-a)(rr + 1)1 
T 6 : BN-, IR N 
0 i= ~i' i=1 ,2  ..... N-1 
(2.25) 
It can be verified that the Jacobian ofT  6 has the same 
asymptotic behaviour when r -- oo or r ~ 0, as the 
Jacobian of the transformation T 2 when r -+ oo.  
So we expect hat a singularity in the centre of the 
sphere can be handled by the former in the same way 
as a singular behaviour on the surface can be handled 
by both transformations. Yet we Fred that, if the 
integran d has no singularity in the centre, T 2 is more 
efficient than T 6. This is due to the smoother behaviour 
of the transformed integrand in the case of  T 2. 
We choose a = rmax/2 (for reasons of symmetry of the 
Jacobian with respect o the trapezoidal grid which 
will be used for the integration). For the constant 
c in (2.24-2.25) we use c = 1. 
The map T 5 is related to T 6 like T 3 to T 4 and like 
T 1 to T 2. Numerical results confirm that T 2, T 4 and 
T 6 are better for small values of  the mesh h; but that 
T1, T 3 and T 5 are better for large h. - Consequently, 
it will be advised to use the former when a high ac- 
curacy, the latter when a low accuracy is requested. 
3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
3.1. Choice of  the integration rule 
Table 3.1 gives the strategy which is adopted as "de- 
fault" for selecting the transformation regarded as the 
most appropriate in a specific skuation (see also the 
description of  the input parameter METHOD of  the 
integrator; in the present version eli m = 10-6). 
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Table 3.1 
type of integrand 
- well-b ehaved 
- singular on the 
sur face  
with strong singu- 
larity on the 
surface 
- singular in the centre 
- singular on the sur- 
face and in the 
centre 
"low" relative 
accuracy re- 
quested 
(> eli m) 
T1 
T 3 
T 5 
"high" rela- 
tive accuracy 
requested 
(~ e l i  m)  
T2 
T 4 
T 6 
3.2. Reduction of the integration region 
Taking the requested accuracy into account, the value 
of the transformed integrand is small enough to be 
neglected outside a sphere with radius ru, as a con- 
sequence of the double exponential decay of the 
Jacobian as r-} 1 (T1, T 3 andT5) or r--} oo  (T2, T 4 
and T6). When T 5 or T 6 is used, for which the Jacobian 
vanishes also in r = 0, the region to be scanned can even 
be restricted to a spherical shell bounded by rg and r u. 
The truncation error is kept only somewhat smaller 
than the requested accuracy, which results into a con- 
siderable saving in function evaluations. 
However, we do not know the values of r E and r u in 
advance, because they depend on the transformation, 
the behaviour of  the integrand and the tolerated error. 
In the algorithm these values will be approximated 
iteratively during the calculation of the successive 
trapezoidal formulas, ru must not exceed rma x and 
r£ must not be less than rmi  n (analogue of rmax). 
Note that rma x and rmi  n depend only on the trans- 
formation used and on the computer. 
3.3. Algorithm 
Assume that, given the absolute and relative tolerances 
e a and 6 r respectively, an approximation Y to 
I= f~ r (~) dg (3.2) 
D N 
must be computed, which should satisfy 
I I -Y I  < max {ea, l l ler}.  (3.3) 
In accordance with the transformation used, r u is 
initialized to the value rma x. If T 5 or T 6 is used, r E 
is set to rmi  n and rmi d to rmax/2 (otherwise rE= 0). 
The mesh size is initialized to 
rmax (3.4) 
h = hfa c 2 ' 
where the factor hfa c is set depending on the dimen- 
sion N and on the user-provided error tolerance. To- 
gether with the limiting number of steps hfa c serves 
to determine a bound on the number of function 
evaluations. Note that 1 ~ hfa c < 2 and that the num- 
ber of integrand values required to perform a given 
number of steps decreases with increasing hfa c. In this 
way hfa c provides a tool for diminishing the dimension- 
al effect in the number of function evalatuions. We 
shall put hfa c > 1 for N > 2. 
A first approximation S h is calculated by applying the 
product trapezoidal rule with initial mesh size h (given 
by (3.4)): 
S h = h N Y, F [3 (q)] aT  ; (3.5) 
q a~ ~ = ~(q) 
where g (q) is the inverse image of the point ~ (q) on 
the lattice with mesh size h and such that 
r£ ~ r= I1~ (q)ll < r u. (3.6) 
The scanning of  the lattice is performed from the centre 
of the sphere towards the boundary r = r u if T1, T2, 
T 3 or T 4 is used; otherwise the scanning is started with 
r varying from rmi d to ru, and afterwards r is varied 
from rmi d to rg. 
This will allow to improve the value of  r u (and of  r£) 
in a simple way : if the value of  the transformed 
integrand is neglegible (with respect o the required 
accuracy) in the sample points of two successive 
spherical layers of radius r I and r 2 respectively the 
scanning is terminated and r u (or rg) is set to r 1. In 
order to neglect an outer shell we also require 
r I > 0.7 r u. In the first step the value of  the trans- 
formed integrand G(~) is considered neglegible at 
radius r if 
hN r = I~Y (q)ll IG[~(q) l l  < e, (3.7) 
with the summation running over the integration 
points at radius r, and with e = 10 -2 e a. 
In all further steps e is set to 10 -2 max { 6a,I Shl er } 
(with the purpose to achieve that the truncation error 
will be smaller than the tolerated error), the mesh size 
h is halved and a new approximation is computed : 
S h S2h hNy-G~ (q)] (3.8) = - -~- -  + 
q 
The ~(q) are the points on the refined lattice which 
satisfy (3.6) and the components of which are not all 
an even multiple ofh .  The values o f r  u and rg are 
improved, ff possible, following the same strategy as 
in the first step. From the second step on an error 
estimate Eh applying to S h is available (see section 
3.4). 
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I f  
Eh< max {ea, I Shl er}, (3.9) 
the computations are terminated and 
Y = S h. (3.10) 
The algorithm has the following "abnormal exits" : 
1. 
I f  
s h 
E h > E2h and 0.999 < < 1.001, (3.11) 
S2h 
it is presumed that the requested accuracy cannot be 
achieved through the occurrence of roundoff error 
(Piessens [3]), and 
Y = S2h (3.12) 
2. 
A limit is set on the number of steps executed and thus 
on the number of function evaluations. In the present 
version the latter is approximately 30 000 for dimen- 
sions 2 and 3; for dimension 4 it amounts to ~-60 000. 
The limiting number of steps can be altered by the 
user (see also the Fortran listing). 
3.4. Error estimate 
A commonly used estimate for e h = IAIh[ (the ab- 
solute value of the proper error in Sh) is 
D h = I S2h - Sh[. (3.13) 
However, D h is often pessimistic because in fact it 
measures the proper error in S2h. A more realistic 
error estimate is higMy desirable, because of the fast 
convergence of the quadrature formulas on the one 
side (generally faster than linear), and on the other 
hand the exponential growth of the number of in- 
tegrand evaluations needed in successive steps. 
Let 
~)h= D~ (3.14) 
D2h 
Assuming D h = e2h and a linear convergence ra te  of 
the sequence of approximations we may set 
Dh = eh (3.15) 
(see also Robinson & de Doncker [4]). 
Using the algorithm of the foregoing section the ac- 
curacy of S h is also limited by the truncation error 
AI t (resulting from the fact that only a part of  the 
image sphere is scanned). This means that we have to 
rephce [)h by max {[)h' Et} '  where E t is an upper- 
bound for e t = IAItl. 
In the second gep of the algorithm we put E h = D h. 
In the other steps, if r u < rma x (r£ > rmi  n for T 5 
and Tfi), the computation of r u (and r£) has been 
taylor~d to satisfy 
e t < e2h = max (ea, I S2hl er}. (3.16) 
This leads to the error estimate implemented : 
E h = min [O h, max (E)h' e2h}] • (3.17) 
If r u = rma x (unchanged in all the previous teps) (or 
rg~ = rmi  n for T 5 and T6) , we cannot assume t < 62h, 
and we set E h = D h. 
Fig. 3.18 illustrates the application of (3.17) in a 
typical situation. 
D2h ~\ 
I 
, \ 
e2h+ e 2h ,~k~ Dh 
L~et \ 
D h I 
I 
I 
L 
r 
1/h 
Fig. 3.18. 
In this example, Dh ~, e2h. From D2h and D h we obtain ]5 h 
by linear extrapolation. Yet [)h under-estimates the 
true error because it does not take account of the 
truncation error e t. e2h is a valid upperbound for e t. 
Because e2h < Dh' application of (3.17) gives E h = e2h 
as the error estimate. 
4. USE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE INTEGRATOR 
4.1. Use 
The algorithm outlined above, adapted for integration 
over a sphere with centre in the origin and arbitrary 
(finite) radius, is coded as a Standard Fortran sub- 
routine. The code was verified with use of the PFORT 
Verifier of Ryder & Hall [5]. 
It is entered by the call 
CALL S FE ILIN(F,N,RADIUS,EPSA,EPS R,METHOD, 
ICOORD,RESULT,ESTERR,EVALS,IERR) (4.1) 
Guidance for use of the routine, with an extensive 
description of  the parameters, is given in the introduc- 
tory comments of the Fortran listing (Appendix). 
Note that, for use of the routine with parameter 
METHOD = 3 or 4 ("strong" singularities), the inte- 
grand must be defined in spherical coordinates, with 
the addirional transformation p = radius - ),. The com- 
putations will then be carried out with k instead of 
with p, and the additional transformation will help to 
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avoid the loss of significant figures due to roundoff 
error in the calculation of  the integration odes 
which are very near to the surface. For these points, 
the value of  X can be computed more accurately in- 
deed then the value of  P. Naturally, care must be 
taken that the function subprogram defining the in- 
tegrand oes not contain expressions of the form 
RADIUS-LAMBDA. 
An example (radius = 1) : 
F(p, 01 ..... 0N_I)  = (1 -02)  -0.7 
= (2 X - X2) -0"7 . (4.2) 
METHOD = 3 or 4, for N = 2, accords with a function 
definition of  the form following. On IBM 3033 the 
smallest positive magnitude is about 10 -77 . 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F (X, N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X (N), A 
F = 0.DO 
A= 2.DO *X(1) 
IF (X(1) .GT. 1 .D - 38) A = A - X(1)*X(1) 
IF (A .GT .0 .DO) F = 1. DO/A**0.7DO (4.3) 
RETURN 
END 
Additionally the Fortran listing contains information 
on : 
- the dimension adjustments necessary to use the routine 
for N > 4 (although a considerable saving is achieved 
by scanning only a part of the sphere, the dimensional 
effect in the number of integrand values has lead to 
the present restriction N < 4), 
- setting the initial mesh size (see (3.4)) and the maxi- 
mum number of steps, 
- machine depending constants and labeled common 
areas. 
4.2. Performance 
Let us consider the integrals of the functions listed in 
table 4.4 over B N. The first two integrands are singular 
on the surface of  the sphere; the third shows a singular 
behaviour in the centre. We computed them with 
SFERIN, requesting relative accuracies 10 -2 and 10 ..6 
for N = 2, and 10 -4 for N = 3, 4. The results are given 
in tables 4.5a-b. 
Table 4.4 
Number F (7) 
1I I xilPi(1 -£x2)  -u 
(1 - £xi2) -~ 
2 log X/~ x i 
Table 4.5a 
i 
N = 2 parameter(s) in
the int egrand 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
01 =2,02=8 ,//=4/10 
/ /=7/10  
relative tolerance = 10 -2 
T 
T 1 
T 3 
T 5 
act.rel. 
er ror  
.19(-3) 
.23(-2) 
.52(-3) 
est.rel. 
error 
.59(-1) 
.70(-2) 
.lO(-1) 
#function 
eva l .  
593 
45 
156 
relative tolerance = 10 -6 
T 
T 2 
T 4 
T 6 
act.rel. 
er ror  
.95(-7) 
.30(-8) 
30(-7) 
est.rel. 
error 
.93(-7) 
.10(-5) 
.lO(-5) 
#function 
eva l ,  
2869 
533 
1736 
Table 4.5b 
Number N 
1 3 
2 3 
4 
3 3 
parameter(s) in
the integrand 
01=2,02=03=4, 
/ /= 4/10 
gt= 7/10 
/a = -1/2 
relative tolerance = 10 -4 
T act zel. 
er ror  
T 1 .14(--4) 
T 3 .29(-5) 
T 1 .14(-5) 
T 5 .24(-5) 
est.rel. 
error 
.10(-3) 
.lO<-3) 
.23(-5) 
.lO(-3) 
#function 
eval. 
12 509 
1 491 
18 633 
11 222 
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APPENDIX 
SUBROUTINE SFERIN(F, koRADIUStEPSA~EPSR~METHOD~ICOORDtRESULT~ 
* ESTERRtEVALS, IERR) 
C 
Cooo.oeeo- - - -o -ooo . .oooo .e . .oo° . . . .oo ,o .oooeoeo . . .ooeooooooooooo . . . .o .  
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
AUTOMATIC INTEGRATION OVER A SPHERE 
STANCARD FORTRAN SUBROUTINE 
PURPOSE 
THE ROUTINE CALCULATES AN APPROXIMATION mRESULT" TO THE 
N-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL 
J - I F(XI~ . .o ,  XN) CXI . . .  DXN 
S 
WHERE S IS THE HYPERSFHERE SQRT(XI**2 + ..oXN*~2) <= RADIUS. 
THE INTEGRAND FUNCTICh MAY ALSO BE DEFINED IN SPHERICAL 
COORDINATES (SEE PARAMETER ICOORD). 
IF. EVERYTHING GOES WELLt 
ABS(RESULT-J) <= MAX(EPSA,EPSR*ABS(J)). 
PARAMETERS 
ON ENTRY 
F - OOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTIONv SUPPLIED BY THE USER; 
IT  EVALUATES TFE INTEGRAND AT THE POINT (X(1) , .o . tX(N) )  
(IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES) OR (ROtTHETA(II~o°.t 
THETA(N-1)) (IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES) (SEE 
PARAMETER ICCERD)o F MUST BE DECLARED NEXTERNALm 
IN THE CALLING (SUB)PROGRAM. 
CARE SHOULD EE TAKEN TO AVOID UNDERFLOW AND/OR 
OVERFLOW PRCELEMS IN THE INTEGRAND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM~ 
BECAUSE SOME CF THE INTEGRATION NODES USED BY 
SFERIN ARE VERY CLOSE TO THE SURFACE OR TO THE 
CENTRE OF TFE SPHERE° 
F IS  SPECIF IEC AS 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F (XtN)  
C INTEGER N 
C DOUBLE PRECISION X(N)  
N - DIMENSION OF THE SPHERE (N <= 4; FOR N > 4 SEE 
NDIMENSION INFORMATION" BELOW) 
RADIUS - RADIUS OF TFE SPHERE 
EPSA - REQUESTED A~SCLUTE ACCURACY 
EPSR - REQUESTED RELATIVE ACCURACY 
THE ROUTINE ATTEMPS TO CALCULATE AN APPROXIMATION 
NRESULTN TO THE INTEGRAL J t  HOPEFULLY SAT ISFY ING 
t 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ABS(RESULT- J )  <= NAX(EPSA,  EPSR*DABS( J ) ) .  
NETHCD - KEY FOR CHOCSING THE TRANSFORNATION TO BE 
USED BY THE RCUTINEt  DEPENDING ON THE BEHAVlOUR OF 
THE INTEGRATE FUNCTION AND THE REQUESTED ACCURACY: 
- FOR BL IND USE CF THE ROUTINEe SET NETHOD = O 
- NELL-BEHAVEC FUNCTION OR FUNCTION WITH S INGULARITY  
ONLY ON THE SURFACE OF THE SPHERE: 
- LCH ACCURACY REQUESTED: NETHOD = 1 
- ~ IGH ACCURACY REQUESTED: NETHOD = 2 
- FUNCTION WITH "STRONG" S INGULARITY  ON THE SURFACE: 
- L0N ACCURACY REQUESTED: NETHOD = 3 
- HIGH ACCURACY REQUESTED: METHOD = 4 
IN TH IS  CJSE THE INTEGRAND NUST BE DEF INED IN THE 
"SPECIAL  SPHERICAL COORDINATES N (SEE ICOORD) .  
- FUNCTION WITH S INGULARITY  IN THE CENTRE OF THE 
SPHERE (S IhCULARITY  ON THE SURFACE IS ALLONED 
AS HELL) :  
- LCN ACCURACY REQUESTED: NETHOD = 5 
- HIGH ACCURACY REQUESTED: NETHOD = 6 
NHEN HETHED = Or EPSR <= 1 .D-6  IS  CONSIDERED AS A H IGHt  
EPSR > 1 .0 -6  JS A LON ACCURACY. HONEVERt THE VALUE OF 
EPSR HHICH E IST INGUISHES HIGH FRON LDN TOLERANCES 
OEPENDS ALSE CN THE INTEGRAND. WHEN USING NETHOD > Or 
TH IS  VALUE PAY IN GENERAL BE DECREASED NHEN THE 
INTEGRAND IS  SNOOTH. 
ICCORD - INDICATES WFICH K IND OF COORDINATES 
ARE USED IN THE FUNCTION SUBPROGRAN F(X ,N};  
ICCORD = O: X ( l )  I = I . . .N :  CARTESIAN COORDINATES 
ICCDRD = 1: X: SPHERICAL COORDINATES:  
X(I) = RO 
X( I )  = THETA( I -1 )  I = 2 . , .N  
ICCORD = 2: IF  NETHOD IS SET TO 3 OR 4~ THE USER HAS TO 
CEF INE THE FUNCTION IN SPHERICAL CCORDINATESt  
N ITH THE ADDIT IONAL TRANSFDRHATION 
RE = RADIUS - LAMBDA. 
IN TH IS  CASE THE ROUTINE DOES ITS  
CCNPUTATIONS N ITH LAM8DA INSTEAD OF NITH ROy 
AN0 THUS 
X(1)  = LANBDA 
X( I )  = THETA( I - I )  I = 2o . .N .  
THE USER HAS TO TAKE CARE THAT THE FUNCTION 
SUBPROGRAR DOES NOT CONTAIN EXPRESSIONS OF 
THE FORN "RADIUS - LAMBDA".  
REMARKS= - THE CARTHESIAN COORDINATES ARE RELATED 
TC THE SPHERICAL COORDINATES BY : 
X (1)  = RD*S IN(THETA( I ) ) *o . .~S IN(THETA(N-2) )  
*S IN(THETA(N-Z) )  
X (2)  = RO*S IN(THETA(1) )* . . .~S IN(THETA(N-2) )  
~COS(THETA(N- I ) )  
X (3 )  = RO*S IN(THETA(1) )*o . . *COS(THETA(N-2) )  
X (N)  = RO*COS(THETA(1) )  
W~ERE O <= THETA( I )  <= P I  I = 1 . . .N -2  
O <= THETA(N- I )  <= 2 .DO~PI  
ON EX IT  
RESULT - APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ESTERR - ESTIMATE CF THE (MODULUS OF THE) ABSOLUTE ERROR 
EVALS - NUMBER OF FUkCTICN EVALUATIONS NEEDED TO OBTAIN 
THE RESULT 
IERR - ERROR FLAG 
IERR = O= NCRMAL AND RELIABLE TERMINATION OF THE 
RCUTINE; IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE TOLERANCE 
CRITERIA HAVE BEEN SATISFIED. 
IERR = 1: THE REQUESTED ACCURACY CANNOT BE ACHIEVED 
WITHIN A LIMITING NUMBER OF FUNCTION 
EVALUATIONS (WHICH IS SET BY THE ROUTINE). 
IERR = 2 :  TFE PRESENCE OF ROUNDOFF ERROR PREVENTS 
TFE REGUESTED ACCURACY FROM BEING OBTAINED.  
IERR = 3 :  TFE PRESENCE OF A SEVERE S INGULARITY ON THE 
BCUN~ARY OF T~E SPHERE PREVENTS THE REQUESTED 
TCLERANCE FROM BEING ACHIEVED.  
I F  METHOD = Or SETTING METHOD = 3 OR 4 MAY HELP. 
IERR = 6 :  TFE INPUT IS INVAL ID .  NO CALCULATIONS HAVE 
BEEN PERFORMED (RESULT AND ESTERR ARE SET 
TC 0) .  THIS  OCCURS WHEN 
N < 2 OR > 4t 
CR METHOD < 0 OR > 6,  
ER ICCORD < 0 OR > 2~ 
CR METHOD >< 3~4 AND ICOORD = 2~ 
CR METHOD = 316 AND ICOORD >< 2 ,  
SUBPROGRAPS CALLED 
- TRASF 
- CCCRD - NEWPRM 
- ZOEK I 
DIMEkSICh INFORMATIOk 
TO USE THE ROUTINE FCR INTEGRATION OVER A SPHERE 
OF DIMENSION NDIM > 4~ SET THE SIZE OF ALL THE 
ARRAYS IN THE ROUTINES SFERINv CCORDt NEWPRM AND ZOEKI 
TO NDIN. .FURTHERMORE EELETE THE TEST ON THE VAL ID ITY  OF INPUT 
PARAMETER N, 
MACHINE CEPENDENT COhSTANTS 
NEPMACH~ IS THE RELATIVE MACHINE ACCURACY. 
NUFLCWn IS ABOUT EQUAL Tet  BUT MUST NOT BE LESS THAN 
THE SMALLEST POSIT IVE  REAL NUMBER REPRESENTABLE 
BY THE MACHINE.  
RMAXt RVIE AND RNIC HILL  BE CALCULATED AS FUNCTIONS OF THE 
ABOVE CONSTANTS. THEIR VALUES CAN INFLUENCE THE PERFORMANCE 
OF THE ROUTINE CONSICERABLY. 
LABELED CC~MCN AREAS 
- CCCRD1 
- CCCRD2 
L IST  OF I~AJDR VARIABLES 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
X - THE CARTESIAh COCRDINATES OF A GRID POINT 
ABSCIS - THE CARTESIAk OR SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
CF THE INTEGRATION NODE IN THE ORIGINAL REGIONt 
CCRRESPONCIhG TO X 
R - CISTANCE FRCI~ THE CENTRE 
RD - CISTANCE FREM THE CENTRE IN THE ORIGINAL REGIDN~ 
CCRRESPONCIhC TO R 
IRAD2 - INPUT PARAMETER OF THE ROUTINE COORD; IRAD2eH = R**2  
ITRAkS - CCCE FOR THE TRANSFORMATION TO BE USED; THE 
VALUE OF ITRANS IS DETERMINED BY THE INPUT PARAMETERS 
METHOD ANC EPSR. 
EP.SLIM - MCRITICALW VALUE OF EPSR FOR CHOICE OF THE 
TRANSFORMATICN WHEN METHOD = O 
WEIGHT - THE JACOBIA~ CF THE TRANSFORMATION IN THE GRID POINTS 
AT DISTANCE R EQUALS WEIGHT * RADIUSeeN. 
RMAX - IF R > RMAX: RADIUSe(I-EPMACH) <= RO <= RADIUS, AND 
/OR TO PREVENT UNDERFLOW DURING THE CALCULATION OF 
THE WEIGHT. 
RMIN - IF METHOD = 5 CR 6 AND R < RMIN: UNDERFLOW OCCURS 
CURING THE CALCULATION OF THE WEIGHT. 
RMID - IF R -- RMID, TI!EN RO = RMAX / 2. 
BREAKI,- THE TRANSFOPMEC INTEGRAND IS NEGLIGIBLE WHEN 
BREAK2 R > BREAK1CR R < BREAK2. 
TMIN - USED TO DETERMINE BREAKI AND BREAK2 
SAVE - SAVEGUARD WITH RESPECT TO TRUNCATION ERROR 
H - STEPLENGTH USEC IN EACH DIRECTION IN THE TRAPEZOIDAL 
RULE 
HFAK - THE INITIJL STEPLENGTH IS HFAK * RMAX / 2. 
ITRMAX - CETERMINES TEE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION 
EVALUATIONS; THE STEPLENGTH H CANNOT BE HALVED 
MORE THAN ITRNAX T INES.  
ERREXT - EXTRAPOLATEC EARCR ESTIMATE 
RESTCR - APPROXIMATICh TO THE INTEGRAL IN THE PREVIOUS 
STEP 
SRAHN - USED TO CCMPUTE TMIN; IN EACH STEPt 
SRAHN = SAVE I (RADIUS * HIe*N. 
C 
C 
INTEGER 
* EVALS. t I~ IBREAK~ICOERC, IDELTA, IERR, INDEX,  INDNN, INOG, IM IN ,  
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
* IRAD2tlRMID~ISFER~ITELtITELMX,ITR~ITRMAX~ITRANS~J~K~NtNDIM, 
* NMItNMIhtNOTNULtNPLUStNPTR~METHOD 
DDUBLE PRECISION 
* ABSCIS~ABSTOL~ALFAtEETAtBREAKXtBREAK2tCONSTtEPMACH,EPSA~ 
* EPSLIM~EPSR~ERREXT~ESTERR~ESTFORtFtFUN~HtHF~HFAK~PI~PI2tRt 
* RACIUS~RELACC,RELTCLtRESFOR~RESULTtRLAST~RMAXtRMIDtRNIN~ 
RO~RTLABStR2tSAVEtSEM~SONABS~SOMRAD~SRAHN~TtTMIN~TMINI~ 
TOLERR~TRRATE,UFLOW~VERMtWEIGHTtXtY 
DOUBLE PRECISION DABS~CARCOStDATANtDFLOAT~DLOG~DSIN~DSQRT 
DIMENSION NOTNUL(4)vITR(3t2ItIX(4)~IX2(4) 
DIMENSICN ABSCIS(k)~FFI3t2),X(4),Y(k) 
COPMCN/CCRDI/H~Y~ITEL~ITELMX~NOTNUL~INDNN 
COPMCN/CCRD2/NDIM~hMIh~NPLUS, IX,IX2,INDEX~INOG 
EXTERNAL F 
DATA EPMACH/3 .D-16 /  
DATA UFLCW/Z.D-75/  
DATA EPSLIMI I .D-61~S~VE/I ,C-2/  
DATA P I /3 .14159265358979300/~P I2 /1 .570796326794897DO/  
DATA [TR(X~X) /6 / t ITR(2~X}/4 /~ITR(3~L) /4 /~ 
* ITR( l~2) I61~ITR(2~2) I5 /~ ITR(3~2) I6 /  
DATA HF( I~X)/E.DO/~HF(2~I) /L .DO/~HF(3~I) /1.6DO/t  
* HF( I t2) / I .DOI~HF(2~2) I1 .42DOI~HF(3~2) / I ,62DO/  
DEFINE THE FUNCTION DFLCAT IF IT IS NOT SUPPLIED BY THE MACHINE. 
DFLOAT(K) = K 
DEFINE THE FUNCTION DARCCS IF IT IS NOT SUPPLIED BY THE MACHINE. 
DARCDS(T) = -DATAN(TICSQRT(I.DO-T*T))+PI2 
CHECK VALIDY OF INPUT. 
NCTE THAT FIRST TEST MUST EE DELETED IF N IS TO BE GREATER 
THEN 4, 
IF(N,GT.6| GO TO 280 
IF(N.LT.2.OR.METHOC. LT.O.OR.METHOD.GT.6.0R. ICOORD.LT.O. 
* OR.ICOCRD.GT.2) GO TC 280 
IF((METHCO,NE.3. ANC. METFOC,NE.k. AND. ICOORD.EQ.2),OR. 
* ( (METHCC.EQ.3 .0R .MET~CD.EQ.6) .AND. ICOORD.NE.2) I  GO TO 2BO 
NDIN = N 
NMIN = N-1 
NPLUS = N+I  
ITRMAX IS SET TO ITR(N- I , ] )  IF EPSR > EPSLIM~ 
TO ITR(N- I t2)  IF EPSR <= EPSLIM, 
HFAK IS SET TO HF(N- I t l )  IF EPSR > EPSLIM, 
TC HF(N ' I~2)  IF  EPSR <= EPSL IM,  
I = kMIN 
IF(N.GT.6) I = 3 
J = I 
IF(EPSR.LE,EPSLIM) J = 2 
ITRMAX = ITR( I t J )  
HFAK = HF(I~J) 
RESET RELATIVE TOLERANCE IF  IT  IS  TCO SHALL 
RELACC = EPMACH* I .C2  
ABSTCL = OABS(EPSA) 
RELTCL = DABS[EPSR)  
I F (RELTCL .LT .RELACC)  RELTCL = RELACC 
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C 
C 
IO 
2O 
30 
40 
50 
C 
C 
C 
SELECT TRANSFORMATION AhC INITIALIZE VARIABLES 
IF(NETHCD.EQ.5.OR.MET~EO. EQ.6) GO TO 30 
CONST = 5.DO 
IF(N.EQ.4) CONST = 3.00 
RMID = 0.00 
RMIN = 0.00 
IF(METHCD.EQ,3.0R.METFCC. EQ.6) GO TO 20 
ITRANS = METHOD 
IF(METHCD.NE,O) GO TE I0 
ITRA~S = I 
I F (EPSR,LE .EPSL IM)  ITRANS = 2 
ALFA= DLCG(2 ,DO/EPMJC~) /P I  
RNAX = DLEG(ALFA+DSQRTKALFA=ALFA÷I.DO)) 
I F ( ITRANS.EQ.2)  GO TC 50 
ALFA= CCKST~O.SDO/RPAX 
RNAX = -ALFA+OSQRT(ALF~ALFA÷loDO)  
GC.TC 50 
ITRANS = METHOD 
ALFA= UFLOW 
IF [ ITRANSoEQ°6)  ALFA= UFLDW~I.D3 
ALFA= DLCGI2.DOIALFJ)/PI 
RMAX = DLCG(ALFA+DSQRT(ALFA*ALFA+I.OO)) 
IF(ITRANS.EQ.4) GO TE 50 
ALFA = CCNST*O.SDO/RM~X 
RMAX = DSCRT(ALFA*ALFA+I.COI-ALFA 
GO TO 50 
ITRANS = METHOD 
CONST = 1°DO 
ALFA= -CLOG(EPMAC~) /P I  
BETA = DLCG(~LFA+DSQRT(ALFA*ALFA+I.DO)) 
IF(ITRANS.EQ.S) RMAX = I.~O-CONST*O. 5DO/BETA 
IF(ITRANS,EQ.6) RMAX = 2 .CO*BETA/CONST- I .DO 
R~ID = RMAX*O.SDO 
ALFA= OLCG(UFLOW)/ (P I~CFLOAT(N) )  
BETA = DLCG(ALFA+DSQRT(ALFA~ALFA÷I .DO))  
IF (ITRANS,EQ.6) GC TE 40 
ALFA= CChST-BETA 
RNIN = ( -ALFA+DSQRT(~LFA~ALFA÷6.DO*RMID~CONST~BETA))~O°SDO/BETA 
GO TG 50 
ALFA= (RMID÷BETA/COhST-Z.DO)~Oo5DO 
RMIN = ALFA+DSQRT(ALF~ALFA+RMID)  
ISFER = 0 
IF ( ICCORD.GT,O)  ISFER = [ 
PERFORM THE TRANSFORMJTIEN° 
60 
70 
80 
I ERR = 0 
I F ( ITRANSoGEo5]  GO TE 70 
H = RMAX~HFAK 
CALL TRASF (O.DO tO.  O0 eRE tWE IGHTtN~NNINtRADIUS t I TRANS,CDNST~RMID) 
DO 60 I= l tN  
ABSCI5(1)  = O.DO 
IF ( ISFER,E(~. I )  ABSCIS{ I )  = RO 
RESFOR = (RADIUS*H)*W~N*F(JBSCIS~N)*WEIGHT 
EVALS = I. 
H = H*0 .500 
GO TO 80 
H = RMID~HFAK 
RESFCR = O.DO 
EVALS = 0 
SRAHN = SAVE/(RADIUS#I~)~*N 
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C 
C 
C 
90 
100 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
TMIN = O.CO 
BREAKI = RMAX 
BREAK2 = RMIN 
ITRAP = I 
IRMIC = I 
START THE CALCULATION OF "RESULT". 
SOM = O.CO 
IBREAK = 0 
IRAD2 = 0 
IF(ITRANS.GE°S) IRAD2 = IRMID-I 
IDELTA = 1 
IRAD2 = IRAD2+IDELTA 
R2 = H*H*CFLOAT(IRAD2I 
R = DSQRT(R2) 
IF(R.GE.EREAKI) GO TE 220 
IF(R.LE.BREAK2) GO TC 230 
TREAT ALL THE POINTS AT CISTANCE 'R OF THE CENTRE OF THE SPHERE. 
SOMRAD = O.DO 
SOMABS = O°DO 
NPTR = O 
INITIALIZE THE VARIABLES INDEX, INOG AND ITEL USED IN THE 
ROUTINES CCCRD, NEWPRM ~g ZCEKI. 
INDEX = 0 
INOG = I 
ITEL = 0 
CALL CCCRC(IRAD2,X) 
IF{INOG.EC.O) GO TC ICO 
CALL TRASF(RtR2~RO,WEIGHT,NtNMIN,RADIUStITRANStCONSTeRMID) 
VERM = RC/R 
CALCULATE THE (CARTESIA~ CR SPHERICAL) COORDINATES OF THE GRID 
POINT IN THE ORIGINAL SPFERE, CORRESPONDING TO THE POINT 
(X (1) , ° . . ,X (N})°  
1L0 IF( ISFER.E¢.I)  GO TO 130 
C CARTESIAN CCCRDINATES 
DO 120 I - I ,N  
120 ABSCIS{I) = VERM*X(It 
GC TC lqO 
C SPHERICAL CCCRDINATES 
130 ABSCIS(1) - RO 
DC 160 I"2,N 
IMIN = I - I  
I~MI = N-IMIN+I 
ABSCIS{I) =, X(NMI)/R 
IF( IMIN.EO. I )  GO TC 150 
DO 140 J=2,1MIN 
1~0 ABSCISll) = ABSCIS(1)/CSIN(ABSCIS(J)) 
150 IF(DABS(ABSCIS{I)).GE.I.CO) GO TO 170 
160 ABSClS(1) -- CARCCS(AESCIS{I)) 
IF(X {I).LT.O.DO) AeSC IS (N)=2.DO*PI-ABSCI S{ N} 
GC TC 190 
170 ABSCISII). = ABSCIS(1) /CABS(ABSCIS(1) )  
ABSCIS(1) = DARCOS(AESCIS(1).) 
IF( I .EQ.N) GC TO 190 
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J = I÷I  
DO 180 I=J,N 
IBO ABSCIS(I) = O.DO 
190 FUN = F(ABSCIS,N) 
NPTR = NPTR÷I 
SOMRAD = SOMRAD+FUN 
SOMABS = SOMABS+DABS(FUN) 
CALL CCCRD(IRAD2,X) 
IF(INOG.NE.O) GO TC llC 
SON = SCM+SOMRAD*WEIG~T 
EVALS = EVALS÷NPTR 
C 
C ALL THE GRID POINTS AT DISTANCE R HAVE BEEN TREATED. 
C IF THE VALUE CF THE TRANSFORMED INTEGRAND IS NEGLIGIBLE, THE 
C SCANNING IS STOPPED; OTHERWISE THE GRID POINTS AT DISTANCE 
C > R ARE TREATED. 
C 
IF(SOMABS*WEIGHT.GE.TMIN) GO TO 200 
IF(IDELTA.EQ.I.AND.R.LT.7.D-I*BREAKI) GO TO 200 
IBREAK = IBREAK+[ 
IF I IBREAK°EQ.2)  GO TC 210 
RLAST.= R 
GO TO IO0 
200 -IBREAK = 0 
GO TO IOO 
210 IF ( IDELTA.EQ. ( - I ) )  GC TC 230 
220 IF i IBREAK.NEoO.AND. ITRAP.  NE . I )  BREAK[ = RLAST 
IF(ITRANS.LE.6) GO TC 260 
ICELTA = -1  
IBREAK = O 
IRAD2 = IRMID 
GC TC 100 
I F ( IEREAK.NE.OoAND, ITRAP.NE,1)  BREAK2 = RLAST 
RESULT = RESFOR*OoSDO**N+SOM*(H*RADIUS)**N 
230 
240 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
COMPUTE THE ERROR ESTIMATE ESTERRt .APPLYING TO THE 
APPROXIMATION WITH MESH SIZE H. 
IF(ITRAP.E¢.I) GO TO 270 
TOLERR = ABSTOL 
RTLABS = RELTOL*DABS(RESULT) 
IF(TCLERR.LT.RTLABS) TCLERR = RTLABS 
ESTERR = DABS(RESULT-RESFOR) 
COMPUTE EXTRAPOLATED ERRCR ESTIMATE ERREXT. 
ERREXT = ESTERR 
IF(ITRAP.GE.3.AND.(BREAK1.LT.RMAX.AND.(BREAK2.GT.RMIN.OR. 
* ITRANS.LE.4))) ERREXT = ESTERR**2/ESTFOR 
IF(ERREXT.GT.TOLERR) GC TC 250 
REQUESTED ACCURACY ACHIEVED; 
COMPUTE FINAL ERROR ESTIMATE ESTERR AND EX IT .  
IF (TOLERR.LT .ESTERR)  ESTERR = TOLERR 
IF (ESTERR.GT.RELACC*CABS(RESULT) )  GO TO 290 
ESTERR = RELACC*DABS(RESULT) 
TOLERR = ABSTOL 
RTLABS = CABS(EPSR*RESULT) 
IF (TCLERR.LT°RTLABS)  TCLERR = RTLABS 
IF(ESTERR.GT.TOLERR) [ERR = 2 
GC TC 290 
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C 
C 
C 
250 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
260 
C 
C 
C 
270 
280 
290 
C 
C 
REQUESTED ACCURACY NOT ~ChlEVED; 
TEST TO DETECT ROUNCOFF ERROR. 
IFIITRAP.EQ.2) GO TO 270 
IF(ESTERR.LT.ESTFOR) GC TO 260 
IF(RESULT.EQ.O.DO) G[ TC 260 
TRRATE = RESULT/RESFCR 
IF{TRRATE.LT .O.999~O,CR,TRRATE,GT, l .OO1DO)  GO TO 260 
ROUNDOFF ERRCR DETECTED; SET RESULT TO RESFOR AND EXIT. 
RESULT = RESFOR 
IERR = 2 
IF(BREAKI.EQ.RMAX} IERR = 3 
GC TC 290 
CHECK WHETHER THE LIMITIhG NUMBER OF STEPS HAS BEEN 
REACHED. 
IF( ITRAP.LTQITRMAX) ~C TO 270 
ESTERR = ERREXT 
I ERR = 1 
IF(BREAKL.EQ.RMAX) IERR = 3 
GC TO 290 
NEW APPROXIMATION NEEDS TC BE CALCULATED; RESET VARIABLES. 
H = H*O, SgO 
IRMID = IRMID*4 
RESFOR = RESULT 
IF ( ITRAP.GT. I |  ESTFOR = ESTERR 
I TRAP = ITRAP+I  
SRAHN = SRAHN*Z.DO**h  
TMIN = ABSTDL*SRAH~ 
TMIN I  = RELTOL*DABS(RESULT)*SRAHN 
IF(TMIN.LT,TMINt) TMIN = TMINI 
GC TC gO 
IERR = 4 
EVALS = 0 
RESULT = O.DO 
ESTERR = O,DO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRCUTINE ZOEKII IRA£2) 
C 
CO,...OO..,,OOOOOOoooaoooeoeooOOOOOOOOOO.O....O.OO,OO.,OI.,.Q..,OOOO..O. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ZDEKI GENERATES~ AT EACF CALL, A NEW "COMBINATION" 
IX (1) . . . IX (N)  SATISFYING 
IX{ l}  >= IX(2) >= , . .  >= IX(N} >= O, ( I}  
AND 
IX ( l i t *2  + . . .  + IX (N)**2  = IRAD2, 
hOT ALL IX(1) l= I . . . k  EVEN. 
(2) 
(3} 
THE "COMBINATIONS" ARE GENERATED IN "INVERSE-LEXICOGRAPHIC 
ORDER" (SEE COMMENTS IN THE ROUTINE NEWPRM). 
MAJOR VARIABLES 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SEE ALSO COMMENTS IN THE ROUTINE COORD. 
IX2 - IX2(1) = IX(1)**2  I= I . . .N .  
INDEX - ON ENTRY, INEEX IS THE LARGEST NUMBER SUCH THAT 
IX(INDEX) > O. 
EXCEPTIONS: A) IX(N) > O: INDEX = N- I ;  
~) INCEX = 0.: IX IS UNDEFINED; ZOEKI IS 
CALLED FOR THE FIRST TIME WITH THE 
GIVEN VALUE OF IRAD2. 
IREST - AT EACH STAGE CF THE COMPUTATIONe 
IREST = IX2(INCEX÷I) + . . .  ÷ IX(N) .  
~ ' 0 0 " 0 0 ° o 0 0 o o 0 o 0 0 0 0 ° 0 0 " 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 " 0 " 0 ° , , 6 ° 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 . , , 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 6  , 
IkTEGER I , INDEX, INDI~IRCG,  IRAD2,  IREST,  IVALUE, IX t IX2tN,NEXT,NEXT2t  
* NMIN,NPLUS 
IkTEGER' IF IX  
REAL FLCAT,SQRT 
DIMENSION IX (4 i , IX2(~)  
COMMCN ICCRD21N.NMINphPLUS~IXtIX2tINOEX, INOG 
IF(INDEX.NE°O) GO TO 20 
IREST = IRAD2 
INDEX = I 
DO I0 I=2~N 
10 IX ( I )  = 0 
NEXT = IREST 
GO TC 50 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IX CONTAINS A "GOOD CCMeINATICN n (SATISFYING THE CONDITIONS (1 ) ,  
(2) AND (3 ) ) .  GENERATE T~E NEXT "GOOD COMBINATION". 
SET IX(INDEX) TO IX( IkDEX)- I ,  UNLESS THIS WOULD PREVENT A NEW 
"GCDD COMBINATION n TO BE GENERATED. 
20 IREST = IREST+IXZ(INCEX) 
NEXT = IX(INDEX)-I  
NEXT2 = NEXT*NEXT 
IF((NPLUS-INDEX)*NEXT2°GE.IREST) GO TO 30 
INDEX =.IkDEX-L 
IF(INDEX.EQ.O) GO TO I I0  
GE TO 20 
SET IX(INDEX) AND COMPUTE NEW VALUE OF IX ( I )  ()INDEX. 
30 IX(INDEX) = NEXT 
IX2(INDEX) = NEXT2 
IREST = IREST-NEXT2 
COMPUTE THE "COMBINJTIO~ H IX (1) . . . IX (N- I ) ,  SUCH THAT 
IX (1) . . , IX I I~DEX)  IS LEFT UNCHANGED AND IX (1 )**2÷. , .÷ IX(N- I ) **2  
IS AS LARGE AS POSSIBLE EUT <= IRAD2. 
60 IF(II~DEX.EC.NMIN} GO TC 60 
INDEX - INDEX÷I 
50 IVALUE -- IFIX(SQRT(FLEAT(IREST))) 
IF(IVALUEoGT.NEXT) IVALUE = NEXT 
IX2(INDEX) = IVALUE*IVALUE 
IX(INDEX} = IVALUE 
IREST = IREST-IXZ(INEEX} 
IF(IREST.EQ.O) GO TO 70 
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C 
C 
C 
NEXT = IV~LUE 
GO TO 40 
COMPUTE, IF POSSIBLE, TFE VALUE OF IX(N) SUCH THAT 
IX{ I ) . . . IX (N- I ) IX IN)  IS A "GCOD COMBINATION', AND EXIT. 
60 IVALUE = IFIX(SQRT(FLCAT(IREST))) 
IF(IREST.NE. IVALUE*IV~LUE) GO TO 20 
IXIN) = IVALUE 
GO TC 90 
70 IND1 = IkDEX÷I 
DO 80 I=I~DI,N 
8O • IX ( I )  = 0 
90 DO I00 I= I ,N  
IF ( IX ( I I .NE , IX ( I ) I2*2!  RETURN 
I00 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
IIO INGG = 0 
RETURN 
EkD 
SUBROUTINE TRASF(ReRP,RC,WEIGHTeN,NNMINtRADIUS, ITRANS,CONSTtRNID) 
C 
. . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  " . . . . .  
C TRASF 
C CORRESPCNDING TO R. 
C THE VALUE OF ITRANS DETERMINES WHICH TRANSFORMATION IS USED. 
C FOR FULL DESCRIPTION CF THE PARAMETERS, SEE HSFERINn. 
C 
CoDo. . . . .ooog i . . ° . . . ° . . . .o° . .eoe . . . . . . . oo~. . . - - - - . - - -o - - -o - - - -o - - - - - - - - -o -  
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARGeCFARG,CHISH,CONST, EARGtEARGI ,ESH,ESHI tP I2 ,P I6  
tR~RADIUS,RMIDtRCvRRtSHARGeWEIGHT,Z 
DOUBLE PRECISION DEXP 
INTEGER ITRANStNtNNMIk 
DATA P IAtP I2 /7 . fS3981623974683D- |~I .STOT963267G4897DO/  
IF (R .EG.O.DO} GO TC 80 
IF(ITRANS.GE.S) GO TE 40 
IFIITRANS.EQ.I.0R.ITRJNS.EQ°3) GC TO 20 
ARG = R 
10 EARG = DEXP(ARG) 
EARGI = I.DO/EARG 
CHARG = (EARG+EARGIIiC.5DO 
SHARG = PIA*(EARG-EARGI) 
ESH = DEXP(SHARG) 
ESHI = I .DO/ESH 
CHISH = 2.DO/(ESH+ESPI) 
IFIITRANS.GE.5) GO TE 60 
IF(ITRANS.GE°3) GO TE ]0 
Z = (ESH-ESHI)/(ES~÷ES~It 
RO = Z,RAdIUS 
WEIGHT = (ZlRI**NN~Ih*PIZ*CHARG*CHISH*CHISH 
IF(ITRANS.EQ,2) RETURh 
WEIGHT = WEIGHT*CO~ST*(I,CO+RRIIII.OO-RR)**2 
RETURN 
ZO ARG = CCNST*R/(I.DO-~R) 
GO TO 10 
30 Z = ESHI*CHISH 
RO = Z*RACIUS 
WEIGHT = ((I.DO-Z)/R)**hNMIN*PI2*CHARG*CHISH*CHISH 
IF(ITRANS.EQ.6) RETURk 
WEIGHT = WEIGHT*CONST*(I.~O÷RR)/II.DO-RR)**2 
RETURN 
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C 
C 
40 IF|ITRANS.EQ,6) GO TC 50 
ARG = CCMST*IR-RMIC]#RI|I.~O-R) 
GC TC 10 
50 ARG = CONST*(R-RMIC)~(R÷IoCO)/R 
G~ TO IO 
60 Z = ESH*C~ISH*O.SDO 
-RO = Z,RAdIUS 
WEIGHT = (ZIR)**NNMI~*CHARG*CHISH*CHISH 
IF(ITRANS,EQ.6) GO TE 70 
WEIGHT = WEIGHT*PI4*CCkST*[RR-2.DO*RtRMID+RMID)I|RRt(I.DO-R)**2) 
RETURN 
70 WEIGHT = WEIGHT*PI4*CCNST*((2.DO*R-RMID÷I.DO}/R-(R-RMID)*[R+I,DO)/ 
* RR) 
RETURN 
BO GO TC [90~IO0.90,100,110,110),ITRANS 
90 #EIGHT = (CONST*PI2)~*N 
RO = O.DO 
IF I ITRANS.EQ.3}  RO = RACIUS 
RETURN 
100 WEIGHT = P I2**N 
RE = O.DO 
IFIITRANS.EQ.4} RO = RACIUS 
RETURN 
IIO WEIGHT = O,OO 
RO = O.DO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRCUTIkE NEWPRM[IR~C2) 
C 
COOOOOOOOOO0001000QOOOtOOOOOOOQOtAOOOAtOOOOOOOOtOOtOOtQOOOOOOtOtOtOOO.O8 
C 
C NEWPRM GENERATES, AT EAC~ CALL, A NEW PERMUTATION 
C IX [ I ) . . . IX IN)  OF THE NUVEERS IX I , . , ,~ IXN,  SATISFYING 
C IX I **2  + . . .  + IX~**2  = IRADZ (1 )  
C AND 
C IXl  >= IX2 >= . , .  >= IXN >= O. [2} 
C THE PERMUTATIONS ARE GE~ER~TEC IN "INVERSE-LEXICOGRAPHIC ORDERn: 
C LET K=iK( I ) , . .K (N) )  AND L=[L( I ) . . . L (N) )  BE TWO PERMUTATIONS OF THE 
C NUMBERS IX I . . . IXN;  THEN K IS GENERATED BEFORE L IF THERE IS SOME 
C P~ I<=P<N, SUCH THAT K[ J )=L( J )  FOR l<=J<P BUT K IP ]>L(P) .  
C WHEN ALL THE PERMUTATIONS CF IX I~. , .~ IXN ARE GENERATED~ A NEW 
C "COMBINATION ~ IXZt . . . t IX~ SATISFYING (1] WILL BE GENERATED rAND 
C IX (1) , . . . , IX (N)  WILL BE SET TC IX I , , . . , IXN (BY THE ROUTINE ZOEKI), 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
MAJOR VARIABLES 
INDEX - SEE COMMENTS IN THE ROUTINE ZDEKlo 
WHEN INDEX=O, NEWPRM IS CALLED FOR THE FIRST TIME WITH THE 
GIVEN VALUE OF IRAC2. 
Coo@oooooott@oo.@ooootoooQ~--oe@@.eo@@@oo.oooo@ooo@@o@@o@oo@oo@@ooo--@@eoo 
C 
INTEGER I , IHULPt INCEXt INOG, IRAD2~IXt IXZt J tK ,L~NtNMINtNPLUS 
DIMENSION IX (41~IX2(4)  
COMMON /CERD2/NtNMIN~NPLUSt IXoIX2,  INDEX~INOG 
IF I INDEX.EG.O)  GO TO 30 
I = NMIN 
10 IF I IX I I ) .GT .  IX I I+ I ) )  GC TO 40 
I= I - I  
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IF{I.NE,O) GO TO 10 
ALL THE PERMUTATIONS HAVE BEEN GENERATED. IX (1 ) , . . . , IX (N)  IS 
RESET TC IX I , . . , , IXN ANE THE ROUTINE ZOEKI IS CALLED. 
K = 1 
L = N 
20 IHULP = IX(K) 
IX{K)  = IX{L)  
IX{L)  = IHULP  
K = K+I  
L = L - I  
IF(K.LT.L) GO TO 20 
30 CALL ZOEKI|IRAD2) 
RETURN 
40 J = N 
50 I F ( IX{ J ) . LT . IX (1) )  GC TC 60 
J = J -1  
GC TO 50 
60 IHULP = IX ( I t  
IX{ I t  = IX{J) 
IX(J) = IHULP 
K = I+l  
L = k 
70 IF{K.GE.L) RETURN 
IHULP = IX{K) 
IX(K) = IXIL) 
IX{L) = IHULP 
K = K+I  
L = L -1  
GO TC 70 
END 
SUBRCUTINE CCORD(IRAE2,X) 
C 
C , m o o o o o m o o , o o o o e o , o o , o o o , o m o e o o o m g m , o o o , . o . o o o o o , . o o . o . . , . . o o . , o o o , . , , ,  
C 
C CCCRD GENERATES, AT EACF CALL, A NEW GRID POINT 
{X{ I ) , . . . tX IN) )  LYING ON THE REGULAR LATTICE WITH MESH 
SIZE Ht AT DISTANCE R=ilRAC2*Ht**0.5 OF THE CENTRE OF THE SPHERE. 
THE POINTS WITH COMPONENTS X(1) I= I . , .N ,  WHICH ARE AN EVEN MULTIPLE 
OF H MUST NET BE GENERATEC, BECAUSE THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN 
USED IN THE PREVIOUS APPRCXIFATIONS. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
MAJOR VARIABLES 
IX  
I TEL  
INOG 
- THE ePERMUTATIEkH IX (1 ) . . . IX (N)  IS GENERATED ~Y THE 
ROUTINE NEWPRM JhC SAT ISF IES  THE CONDITION 
IX(1)**2 • . . .  + IX(N)*~2 = IRAD2. ( I )  
STARTING FROF T~IS WPERMUTATIONHt COORD GENERATES THE 
POINTS {X(1) , . . . ,X (N) )  SATISFYING 
ABSIX(1)) I H = IX ( l )  I= I . . .N .  12) 
- CCCRD WAS ALREACY CALLED ITEL TIMES WITH THE GIVEN VALUE 
OF IRAD2 AND TFE GIVEN "PERMUTATION n IX{ I ) . , , IX{N) ,  
WHEN ITEL=Ot NEWPRM IS CALLED TO GENERATE A NEW UPERMU- 
TATION°t SATISFYING ( l ) .  
- WHEk INOG=O, ALL THE GRID POINTS LYING AT DISTANCE R ARE 
GENERATED. 
C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - . . . . . . - - . . . . . . .  
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INTEGER IRAD2~IXt IX2~ITELt INOGt INDNN,N,NMIN~NPLUS~NDTNUL~ITELMX, I~ 
* J t J2~K~INDEX 
DOUBLE PRECISION H~TEK~X~Y 
DOUBLE PRECISION DFLC~T 
DIMENSION IX(4)tlX2(4IwNOTNUL{4]tX[4}tY(4) 
COMMON /CCRDIIH~Y, ITELtITELMXtNOTNULtINDNN 
COMMON /CORD21NtNMINtNPLUS~IX~IX2~INDEX, INOG 
DEFINE THE FUNCTION DFLCAT IF IT IS NOT SUPPLIED BY THE MACHINE. 
DFLOAT(K} = K 
IF I ITEL .NE .O)  GO TC 30 
CALL NEWPRN[IRAD2) 
IF ( INOG.E¢ ,O)  GO TC 5C 
I I~D~N = 0 
DO 20 I=I~N 
IF[ IX( I ) .EQ.O)  GC TC IO 
INDNN = INDNN÷I 
"NOTNUL( INDNN} = I 
YIINDNN) = DFLOAT[ IX(1))*H 
GO TO 20 
10 X( I )  = O.DO 
2O CONTINUE 
ITELNX = 2**INDNN 
30 ITEL = ITEL÷I 
J = ITEL 
DE 40 I=I,INDNN 
J2 = J/2 
TEK = I.DO 
IF| J - J2*2.NE.O) TEK =-1.DO 
NI = NOTNUL[I) 
X(NI) = TEK*Y[I] 
40 J = J2 
IF(ITEL.E¢.ITELMX) ITEL = 0 
50 RETURN 
E~D 
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